
Dear Hal, 	 5/25/97 

Your letter of the 22 and its enclosures are particularly iNteresting but came 

when a reporter free the fiVmphis paper was here going over Kikcy files. I read 

the letter and then the enclosures, shorteet first, and was interrupted often 

and then foreot -where 1 filed something, that I wanted to maee a note from 

The flarin paper with the arrogant and ignorant article and Aguilar's response 

has as its editorial director an old friend of whom I'd lost trunk. He'll do what 

that wqnt of him, Not set policy, but Jeff Prugh is a fine person. He'd been with 

the LAlimes.e5o, if you can please send me that name and address of that paper 

I'll know where to reach Jeff if I. want to. 

I've not yet read the articleY on the Z film. I found Gutierrez on the blood' 

splatter saying what ibelieve for other reasons but also lacking, in what could 

be essential information: there was a very considerable splatter to the front. 

It had happened that the Weshington Spectator had sent OCLil a sample cops 

of that is:.:ue so I'd seen it. I also got a copy of the law-review article Holland 

refers to and I've written a severely critical commentary. It is almost completed 

and while I Qs,  not expcect the law review to coNsider it I'll send it and the 

AeteRB copies. The ou is required to make all its records public, when they 
are finished, and that will be enough on that self-important stupidity Hall. 

\-.•• 

I've heard nothing from Aguilar for some time. I think he does not like some 

of the comment.: I've made. But like so many who know something, he thinks he knows 

more than ho does and ho does lack bits of inforatiun he 'e and there which do make 

a difference, In this response he was very good but he also missed what he would 

not have missed if he'd known. 

Judge is well-meaning but he is a nut. 

AZPB is off on a Pa comapign, as with the Z film, to make it appear that it 
is doing the job it is supposed to do and hasn't done. We(11 sees About thee 

medical evidence. 1 hear they are to release some things next month. 

Holland's book was announced in the valuable article from Forbes you sent me 

more than a year ago. I was then scheduled for publication a wiAr ago by Briasic 

nooks. Which did not do it. Wow liouetton-Niflin. We'll sec. i  intend to send them 

uli6-ri I get the address and the rireht guy a copy of what I'm doing on this Hall 
thing in which he deponds on Ailed. 

A 
I've used tht Holland reference to tee Russell-LBJ conversation to note that 

although he had knowledge o, those releases he does not mentions their joint refusal 

to bdlieve the sinA-bullet myth. 
4 

I'd let Linen and Fetzer wait bdt- decided to read them. I believe neither 

and neither explains when and how it was possible or what was accomplished by 

what they imagine. Both are self-important atop all else. 



There are too many such tkings to confuse all more, to distract, etc. 

All those people should be asking if what the;; believe is reasonable and if 

they believe it is, then if it is possible. And then have a real rather than an 

imagfned purpose for it, not in theory by in fact.Kone do that. 

So much of this is done! By those who are less fully ififormed than they 

should be to begin uith. 4Jike Gutioreez not being aware of the extensive splatter 
.444-1 

to the front, so much that it got behind the vlsors and was all over the hood. 

There are many questions about Z that I de not take time for but basic in 

4Ll this nonsense is that the' government did not have the original film and 

any changes in it had to be found in all the copies made from it. Of which 

there werejomoolecording to Dallas reports, in adation to those acknowledged. 

I see no sense in any of this. t is childish by tho e who consider them-

selves what tey are not, Perry masons. 

Very glad to.gct this and what you said in your letter. Thanks and best, 

7 
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